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Low-Temperature Oxyl Transfer to Carbon Monoxide from 
ZnII–Oxyl site in Zeolite Catalyst
Akira Oda,*a,b,c Jun Kumagai,d Takahiro Ohkubo,b Yasushige Kurodab

The atomic O radical anion bound to a metal ion (metal–oxyl) is a key intermediate in a variety of oxidative reactions. 
Understanding of its structure-reactivity relationship is highly desirable for the rational design of challenging oxidative 
transformation processes. However, due to the difficulty of analysis, even the identification of oxyl is a challenging subject 
especially in the research field of the heterogeneous catalyst. Here, we newly report a low-temperature oxyl transfer to CO 
from the ZnII–oxyl bond isolated in the zeolite catalyst. Zeolite matrix isolation of the novel ZnII–oxyl bond allows us to 
observe unique spectroscopic probes of oxyl: vibronically-resolved spectrum and ESR signatures. Using the oxyl-selective 
spectroscopic probes, we successfully demonstrated that the ZnII–oxyl bond has a capability for transferring the oxyl to CO 
even at 150 K with the generation of a single ZnI• species. The superhyperfine interaction of the ZnI• species with the 
framework Al atom, observed upon the oxyl-transfer reaction, provided the direct experimental evidence that the oxyl-
functionality emerged at the framework Al site. DFT calculations showed that the ZnII–oxyl bond, that is constrained by the 
zeolite lattice ligation, acts as a superior electron donor toward CO at the rate-determining step in the oxyl-transfer reaction 
and effectively reduces the barrier to be < 5 kJ mol–1. Based on the results obtained in the present study as well as the previous 
work, we further deepen the understanding of why the abnormal ZnII–oxyl bond having exceptional reactivities is created by 
the zeolite lattice ligation. 

Introduction
It has been suggested since the 1980s that solid surfaces generate 
an atomic oxygen radical anion (oxyl) as the transient reactive 
site capable of challenging oxidative reactions, e.g., methane 
partial oxidation.1-11 The pioneer worker is Lunsford who 
developed several heterogeneous catalysts enabling the low-
temperature partial oxidation of CH4 and rationalized, for the 
first time, their exceptional reactivities by considering the in-situ 
generation of the transient surface oxyl.1-5 Understanding of the 
structure-reactivity relationship of surface oxyls is highly 
desirable for the rational design of the next-generation 
heterogeneous catalysts for extremely difficult oxidative 
reactions. However, due to the difficulty of analysis, even the 
identification of oxyl is a challenging subject in the research field 
of the heterogeneous catalyst. It is difficult to obtain a clear ESR 
signal attributed to the opened electronic structure of oxyl due to 
its fast relaxation behaviour.1, 4, 7, 12 Although it has been 
suggested that ultrafast IR spectroscopy may be able to analyse 

the surroundings of transient surface oxyl, there is no example of 
direct detection of metal–oxyl bonds by IR spectroscopy.13, 14 
Therefore, the fundamental information for the understanding of 
the structure-reactivity relationship of surface oxyl is critically 
lacking.

Recently, we have reported the oxyl bound to ZnII in the 
zeolite catalyst.15, 16 This is the first zinc oxide having a stable 
ZnII–O–• bond. The successful isolation of the novel ZnII–O–• 
bond within the zeolite matrix allowed us to observe unique 
spectroscopic probes of the oxyl: (1) near-IR vibronic 
progression associated with the ZnII–oxyl vibrational stretching 
mode; (2) an axial ESR signal derived from the hole of O–•.15, 16 
Using these oxyl-selective spectroscopic probes, we were able to 
selectively examine the reactivity of the ZnII–oxyl bond toward 
CH4 and demonstrate that H-atom abstraction from CH4 
proceeds at oxyl even at RT to afford the methoxide that is 
converted to methanol by the subsequent H2O-assisted 
extraction.16 Based on the combined spectroscopic and 
computational study of the geometric and electronic structures of 
the ZnII–oxyl bond, we have postulated that the zeolite-lattice 
ligation is indispensable for its exceptional state and reactivity.  

Fundamental bonding question regarding the unprecedented 
ZnII–oxyl bond motivates us to further explore its exceptional 
reactivity. The purpose of this study is to develop an 
understanding of the correlation among the local geometry, 
electronic state, and reactivity of the ZnII−oxyl bond. Here, we 
newly report a combined spectroscopic and computational study 
of the oxyl transfer from the ZnII–oxyl species to CO. Low-
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temperature oxidation of CO has a significant number of 
potential applications such as air purification, pollution control, 
and fuel gas purification.17-19 It has been recognized that oxyl is 
one of the important reaction intermediate required for the low-
temperature oxidation of CO; however, the detailed study has 
been limited in the gas phase experiments using the short-lived 
metal-oxyl cluster ions as the model species representing the 
local structure of the surface oxyls over heterogeneous 
catalysts.20-25 The present study demonstrates that the ZnII–oxyl 
species has a capability for transferring the oxyl to CO even at 
150 K with the formation of a single ZnI• site having the 
paramagnetic property. The site-correlation with the H-atom 
abstraction from CH4 is spectroscopically ascertained. The 
superhyperfine interaction of the ZnI• species with the 
framework Al atom, observed upon the oxyl-transfer reaction, 
provides first experimental evidence that the oxyl-functionalities 
emerged at the framework Al site. DFT calculations show that 
the ZnII–oxyl bond, that is constrained by the zeolite lattice 
ligation, acts as an electron donor toward CO at the rate-
determining step in the oxyl-transfer reaction and effectively 
reduces the barrier to be < 5 kJ mol-1. Based on the results 
obtained in the present study as well as the previous work, we 
further deepen the understanding of why the abnormal ZnII–oxyl 
bond having exceptional reactivities is created by the zeolite 
lattice ligation.  

2. Experimental and Computational Methods
2.1. Sample Preparation. ZnII–oxyl containing sample was 
prepared through the procedures developed in our previous 
work.15, 16 ZnII ion-exchanged MFI (ZnII-MFI) with Si/Al = 11.9 
and Zn/Al = 0.48 was obtained by the liquid-phase ion-exchange 
method, where the Na-MFI (Tosoh Co.) was used as the start 
material and Zn(NO3)2 (99%: Nacalai Tesque Inc.) aqueous 
solution was used as the ZnII source. The ZnII−MFI sample was 
activated by evacuation at 873 K, followed by treated with H2 
(99.99%: GL Sciences Co.) at 423 K.15, 16, 26-28 Then, heterolytic 
cleavage of H2 proceeds on the single ZnII site, resulting in the 
generation of both Brønsted acid site and ZnII−H site. After the 
preparation of the ZnII−H species, the sample was irradiated with 
UV light in the presence of O2 (99.9%: GL Sciences Co.). In this 
process, the photoreaction of ZnII−H with O2 proceeds, resulting 
in the generation of ZnII−(O3). By evacuation of the O2 gas, the 
ZnII−(O3) was decomposed into ZnII−oxyl with the liberation of 
O2. In the present study, we examined its reactivity for CO 
(99.9%: GL Sciences Co.) at RT. 

2.2. In Situ Ultra-Violet-Near Infrared (UV-Vis-NIR) 
Spectroscopy. UV−Vis−NIR diffuse reflectance (DR) spectra 
were recorded at RT in the wavelength range of 200−1000 nm 
with a 0.5 nm resolution using a spectrophotometer (JASCO V-
570) equipped with an integral sphere attachment. Spectralon 
(Labsphere, USA) was used as the reference material. The 
sample was placed at the in situ cell made of fumed silica, which 
allows us not only to activate the sample at higher-temperature 
under the atmosphere of interest but also to measure the spectrum 
under in situ conditions.

2.3. In Situ Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) Spectroscopy. 
The X-band ESR spectra (ca. 9.0 GHz) were recorded at 4 K 
using a JEOL JESFA200 spectrometer equipped with a lower-
temperature variable apparatus (ES-CT470). The sample was 
placed at the in situ cell made of fumed silica, which allows us 
not only to activate the sample at higher-temperature under the 
atmosphere of interest but also to measure the spectrum under in 
situ conditions. ESR simulations were conducted using Easyspin 
software.29

2.4. DFT calculations. 2.4.1. Model. All the calculations were 
performed using Gaussian 09 software.30 A hybrid quantum 
mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) was employed to 
examine the reactivity of the ZnII−oxyl site to CO.30 The validity 
of this method has been verified in our previous work.16 The MFI 
framework, which consists of 624-tetradedra sites, was 
constructed based on the crystal structure of the MFI zeolite.31 
The QM region consists of the ZnII−oxyl species motif, the single 
framework Al site (Al1Si4O4), and CO molecule. The remaining 
atoms were treated with a MM method. Electron embedding has 
been incorporated to provide a better explanation of the 
electrostatic interaction between the QM and MM regions. A 
B3LYP functional with a def2-TZVP basis set was used for 
calculations of the QM region. The UFF approach has been 
applied to the MM region, which reproduces the confinement 
effect of the zeolite pore structure on the reaction process.16,32 
Only the QM region has been optimized; the MM region has 
been fixed to maintain the crystallographic position of the zeolite 
framework atoms. The charges of the QM and MM regions were 
set to 0, respectively. The spin multiplicities of the QM and MM 
regions were set to 2, because the ground state of the ZnII−oxyl 
site was the doublet spin state. The negligible dependency of 
theoretical results on the functional and the QM region size was 
confirmed in previous work.16

2.4.2. Calculation of Oxyl Transfer from ZnII−Oxyl to CO. 
The transition state (TS) of oxyl transfer from ZnII−oxyl to CO 
was searched using a TS keyword. The obtained TS geometry 
shows one imaginary frequency of the vibrational mode relevant 
to the oxyl- and CO-motions, from which we confirmed that the 
obtained TS geometry is accurate. The reaction routes were 
predicted by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations 
using the optimized TS geometry as the initial coordinate. To get 
as fine and accurate potential energy surface (PES) as possible, 
we performed the IRC calculations with a step size of 0.1 Bohr, 
where 300 points were examined along both the reaction routes. 
The relative self-consistent field (SCF) energies were calculated 
based on the total SCF energies of the free CO molecule and 
ZnII–oxyl model. The zero-point energy (ZPE) correction was 
not considered in the PES to avoid the high-cost calculations. We 
made ZPE corrections only on the selected geometries, i.e., 
models a, TS, b, c in Fig. 5A. The optimized geometries of 
reactants and products had no imaginary vibrational mode, 
which indicates that these geometries were correctly optimized. 

2.4.3. Simulation of Change in UV-Vis-NIR Spectra upon the 
Reaction. The UV-Vis-NIR spectrum of the ZnI •  model was 
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computed by the time-dependent (TD) method. The vibronic 
progression of ZnII−oxyl was simulated by the procedures 
developed in our previous works: TD-based Franck Condon 
analyses.15, 16, 33, 34 The fully-optimized coordinates of the QM 
regions were used as the candidate models. All the calculations 
were performed at the B3LYP/def2tzvp level. 

3. Results
The ZnII–oxyl species containing MFI zeolite was synthesized 
by the procedure previously developed by us.15, 16 It has already 
been proven that there are at least three dominant types of the 
zinc species in the present sample: mononuclear ZnII, ZnII–
superoxo, and ZnII–oxyl species.15, 16 In our efforts to understand 
how reactive the ZnII–oxyl species would be toward the CO 
molecule, the change in the state of the ZnII–oxyl species upon 
the reaction with CO was monitored by X-band ESR and UV-
Vis-NIR spectroscopies. 

The ESR signature of the ZnII–oxyl site can be observed only 
at low temperature (4 K).15, 16 Therefore, the ESR tube filled with 
the ZnII–oxyl containing sample was cooled to 4 K, and then the 
sample was exposed to the very small amount of CO (responsible 
for Pe < 0.1 Torr at RT) at 4 K. Subsequently, the sample was 
heated to reaction temperatures (100–200 K) and left at these 
temperatures for 10 minutes. After cooling to 4 K again, the ESR 
measurements were performed to examine the change in the 
ZnII–oxyl signal, through which the low-temperature reactivity 
of the ZnII–oxyl site to CO was examined selectively. 

Fig. 1 shows the change in the ESR spectrum of the sample 
upon the reaction with CO at low temperatures (100–200 K). 
Looking at the spectrum of the sample before heating to the 
reaction temperatures (red line: 4 K), it can be seen that two types 
of ESR signals are observed. As demonstrated by our previous 
work, these are derived from the ZnII−oxyl and ZnII−superoxo 
species.15, 16 For clarity, these ESR features were marked with 
"ZnII−oxyl" and "ZnII−superoxo" in the figure. At first glance, 
the proportion of the ZnII−superoxo species seems to be 
relatively high, but this is not the truth. The ESR signal of the 
ZnII−oxyl species is significantly broadened; its intensity is ≈100 
times smaller than the intensity of the ESR signal of the 
corresponding precursor, i.e., ZnII−ozonide.15, 16 This is due to 
the fast relaxation behavior of oxyl having the near-degenerate 
orbitals, i.e., singly occupied oxyl-2px and doubly occupied oxyl-
2py orbitals.15, 16 

Even if the sample was heated to 100 K, the intensity of the 
oxyl ESR signal hardly changed (Fig. 1, pink line), which 
indicates no reaction with CO at this temperature. However, the 
intensity of the oxyl-derived ESR signal significantly decreased 
at around 150 K, and disappeared at 200 K (Fig. 1, purple and 
blue lines). These are spectroscopic evidence for the low-
temperature reaction of the ZnII−oxyl species with CO. In 
parallel with the decrease in the ESR signature of the ZnII−oxyl 
species, the development of the distinct ESR signal was observed 
at around the centre-field. Based on the ESR simulations, the g-
tenor was determined as gxx= 1.9952, gyy= 1.9982, gzz= 2.0014. 

This ESR feature can be assigned as the paramagnetic ZnI• site.35-

41 These spectral changes can be interpreted by considering that 
the ZnII−oxyl species transferred its oxyl to CO at around 150 K 
and generated the paramagnetic ZnI• species (Scheme 1). It is 
worth noting that the intensity of the ESR signal derived from 
superoxo hardly changed. Therefore, the possibility of the 
involvement of the ZnII−superoxo in the reaction can be 
excluded from the consideration.

The characteristics of the ESR signal of the generated ZnI• 
species are summarized in Fig. 2, where Fig. 2A shows an 
enlarged view of the 1500‒5000 G region, whereas Fig. 2B 
shows an enlarged view of the 3235‒3260 G area. From Fig. 2A, 
we can see that the six-lines pattern appeared in a 1500‒5000 G 
region. This signal is due to the hyperfine interaction of the 67ZnI• 
species (I = 5/2; a natural abundance: ca. 4%).35, 36 The ESR 
simulation has confirmed the large hyperfine splitting with Axx= 
537, Ayy= 541, Azz= 547 G tensor (Fig. 2A, red line), which 
correlates well with the previously reported hyperfine splitting 
observed for the 67ZnI• species in the γ-irradicated calcite.42 An 
increase in the intensity of the 67ZnI• hyperfine structure has been 
confirmed during the low-temperature reaction with CO (Fig. 1, 
enlarged views of the 2400–3000 G and 3600–3800 G regions; 
see the ESR signals marked as "67ZnI•"). Therefore, there is no 
doubt that the ZnI• species is produced during the low-
temperature reaction of the ZnII‒oxyl species with CO via the 
oxyl transfer. Despite the low resolution, another type of the 
hyperfine structure was also observed in the 3235–3260 G region 
(Fig. 2B). Recently, Morra et al. have employed ESR and 
hyperfine sublevel correlation (HYSCORE) spectroscopy at X- 
and Q-band frequencies for characterization of the ZnI• modified 
MFI zeolite that prepared through the solid-state ion-exchange 
using zero-valent zinc vapor as the zinc source, and observed the 
superhyperfine interaction of the ZnI• species with a 27Al atom (I 
= 5/2).40 More recently, 17O-hyperfine structures of the 17O-
labelled zeolite lattice ligating the ZnI• species have been 
reported by the same group.41 From these findings, Morra et al. 
has demonstrated, for the first time, the paramagnetic ZnI• 
species is stabilized via interactions with the lattice oxygens 
connected to the framework Al atom. Although the resolution of 
the superhyperfine structure observed by the X-band ESR 
measurement in the present study is not well-resolved to analyse 
in detail, a good correlation with the Morra's data was confirmed 
by the simulation assuming the gx= 1.9952, gy= 1.9982, gz= 
2.0014 and Ax= 1.04, Ay= 1.09, Az= 1.39 G tensors (Fig. 2B, red 
line).40 Since the superhyperfine structure arises due to the 
distribution of an unpaired electron from the Zn radical to the 
nucleus (Al), the good correlation indicates that the 
paramagnetic ZnI• species, even in the present case, is generated 
near the framework Al site. We have recently developed the 
model of the ZnII−oxyl bond.15, 16 This model features the ZnII 
ion adopting the inverse Y-shaped structure via interactions with 
a terminal oxyl and two lattice oxygens connected to the 
framework Al atom. If oxyl is transferred to CO with the 
generation of the ZnI• species on the framework Al site, as shown 
in Scheme 1, the experimental observation of the ZnI•−27Al 
superhyperfine structure is valid.
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To further support the oxyl transfer reaction, the change in 
the state of the ZnII–oxyl site upon the reaction with CO was 
monitored by UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy. Our UV-Vis-NIR 
equipment cannot directly trace the reaction below RT; however, 
the experimental data, that further supports the oxyl-transfer 
reaction, could be obtained by the UV-Vis-NIR measurements at 
RT, and thereby the details are described below.

The UV-Vis-NIR spectrum of the oxyl-containing sample, 
that was collected under vacuum at RT, was shown in Fig. 3A as 
a red line. The ZnII–oxyl site exhibits the small peaks in the near-
IR region. These are derived from the vibronic progression 
associated with the ZnII–oxyl vibrational mode.15, 16 This 
vibronic progression is peculiar to the ZnII–oxyl bond isolated in 
the zeolite matrix; thus, it can be used as the spectroscopic probe 
to selectively examine the reactivity of the ZnII–oxyl species 
toward CO. The change in the state of the ZnII–oxyl species upon 
the reaction with CO was monitored by the UV-Vis-NIR 
spectroscopy. With increasing the amount of the introduction of 
CO (Pe < 0.01 Torr), the intensity of the near-IR vibronic 
progression gradually decreased (Fig. 3A, red line→blue line), 
indicating the occurrence of the reaction between the oxyl with 
CO. Upon this reaction, the distinct UV bands appeared at 218, 
246, and 306 nm, and these intensities increased with increasing 
the introduction amounts of CO. Fig. 3B represents a plot of the 
change in the intensity of the UV-band at 307 nm against that of 
the 832 nm band of the near-IR vibronic progression. A linear 
relationship was confirmed between them. This is the 
experimental evidence that the UV-bands are attributed to the 
species that is generated upon the reaction of ZnII–oxyl site with 
CO at RT. Taking account of the reaction mechanism developed 
by the low-temperature ESR spectroscopy (Scheme 1), the three 
UV-bands are assignable to the paramagnetic ZnI• species. In 
recent years, we have reported the process of the formation of 
the paramagnetic ZnI• species through the photo-activation of the 
single Zn0 atom or diamagnetic [ZnI–ZnI]2+ species encapsulated 
within the zeolite cavity.37, 39 In these processes, several broad 
absorption bands were observed in the UV-region and assigned 
as the 4s-4p transitions of the paramagnetic ZnI• species. 
Experimental facts that common absorption bands were 
observed during the reaction with CO further supports the 
formation of the paramagnetic ZnI• species through the oxyl-
transfer from the ZnII–oxyl to CO. 

To further probe the reactive center hypothesis, we 
performed additional experiments where ZnII–oxyl site was first 
deactivated by irreversible reaction with CH4 and then reacted 
with CO. Our previous work has shown that the ZnII–oxyl 
species enables H-atom abstraction from CH4 to afford ZnII–OH 
and ZnII–OCH3 even at RT.16 It is the reactivity peculiar to the 
ZnII–oxyl species; the spectator sites co-present in the present 
sample, i.e., single ZnII and ZnII–superoxo sites, are not involved 
in the RT activation of CH4.16 This oxyl-mediated H-atom 
abstraction from CH4 is irreversible; in other words, the ZnII–
oxyl site is selectively deactivated through the reaction with CH4. 
To further support that the low-temperature CO oxidation 
uniquely occurs at the ZnII–oxyl site, we used CH4 as a probe 

molecule; we further explored the oxygen transfer reactivity of 
the sample pretreated with CH4 at RT. 

First, the oxyl-containing sample was exposed to the CH4 gas 
at RT, and subsequently evacuated at RT. After that, the sample 
was exposed to CO, and the ESR and UV-Vis-NIR spectra were 
collected. In contrast to the case for the sample not prereacted 
with CH4, the spectroscopic fingerprints of the ZnI• species, i.e., 
the distinct ESR signal at around the centre field and three UV-
bands were not observed (Fig. 4, red lines). These results can be 
interpreted by considering that the ZnII–oxyl species, that is 
deactivated through the pre-reaction with CH4 at RT, is 
indispensable for the RT activation of CO; contributions of the 
spectator sites, i.e., the ZnII–superoxo and mononuclear ZnII 
species can be eliminated from the consideration.

A combination of UV-Vis-NIR and ESR spectroscopies 
provided experimental evidence that the ZnII–oxyl species has a 
capability for transferring the oxyl to CO even at ca. 150 K. To 
further probe the exceptional reactivity of oxyl, we performed 
DFT calculations. Based on the previous work, we constructed 
the DFT cluster model of the ZnII–oxyl site.15, 16 Fig. 5A shows 
the computed potential energy surface (PES) of the oxyl transfer 
to CO. The doublet spin surface PES with low activation energy 
was computationally predicted. The ZPE-corrected barrier was 
3.7 kJ mol-1. The computationally predicted exothermic reaction 
pathway that requires only a 3.7 kJ mol-1 barrier is not 
inconsistent with the observable result for the low-temperature 
oxyl transfer.

To validate our calculated lowest-energy geometries as well 
as the reaction mechanism, the change in spectrum upon the 
reaction was simulated and compared with the experimental 
data. Such a comparison allows us to evaluate the accuracy of 
the computationally proposed reaction mechanism.15, 16, 33, 34 Fig. 
5B shows the computed UV-Vis-NIR spectra of the reactant 
(ZnII–oxyl species) and product (ZnI• species). The ZnII–oxyl 
model provided the relatively weak near-IR vibronic progression 
attributed to the stretching ZnII–oxyl vibrational structure 
associated with the excitation from the doubly occupied σ 
bonding orbital to the singly occupied nb orbital, i.e., the 
localized oxyl-2p orbital perpendicular to the ZnII–oxyl bond 
axis.15, 16 On the other hand, the ZnI• site provided the three 
distinct UV-bands attributed to the orbitally-allowed Zn-4s → 
Zn-4px, -4py, and 4pz orbitals.37 The spectral features, i.e., the 
band positions and relative intensities,  were well correlated with 
the experimental data (Fig. 3). The successful simulation of the 
experimental data provided the experimental evidence that our 
models are correct; oxygen transfer reaction proceeds at the ZnII–
oxyl anchored on the single framework Al site through the 
reaction mechanism described in Fig. 5A. 

We obtained computational models that exactly describe 
changes in the geometric and electronic structures of ZnII–oxyl 
bond upon the reaction, which helps us to understand how ZnII–
oxyl bond enables low-temperature oxyl transfer to CO. As 
shown in Fig. 5A, CO first interacts with the Zn ion to generate 
the encounter complex (model a). In this stage, the ZnII–oxyl 
state is maintained, as evidenced by the (1.00e) spin density 
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localized at the terminal oxygen atom. With an only 3.7 kJ mol-

1 barrier, the CO molecule approaches to oxyl, resulting in the 
partial spin transfer from oxyl to CO (model TS). After that, the 
short oxyl–CO bond (1.307 Å) is formed (model b). This 
intermediate features the bent O–C–O core (136.3°). Since the 
spin density is distributed into the anti-bonding πO–C–O orbital, 
this intermediate is assignable to the CO2 radical anion bound to 
the ZnII ion, i.e., ZnII–(CO2

–•) species. Finally, this CO2 radical 
anion donates an electron to ZnII ion to form a linear CO2 
molecule and the ZnI• species with no activation energy (model 
c). 

To further understand the electron flow mechanism, the 
Mulliken charges for Zn, Ot, C, and O atoms of models a, b, c, 
and TS were calculated (Table 1). It can be seen that the 
Mulliken charge of Ot increases in the process from models TS 
to b (-0.376 → 0.298). This can be interpreted by considering the 
occurrence of the electron donation from Ot to CO with the 
generation of the ZnII‒(CO2

‒•) species. Upon the process from 
models b to c, the Mulliken charge of Zn decreases significantly 
(0.558 → 0.378). This is because the CO2

‒• species donates its 
electron to ZnII with the generation of the ZnI• species. 
Accordingly, the proposed electron flow mechanism was fully 
supported.

The rate-determining step is the oxyl–CO bond-forming 
process (model TS). As evidenced by the computed spin 
distribution of the model TS in Fig. 5, the unpaired electron was 
partially distributed from oxyl to CO; it is apparent that the 
singly-occupied (oxyl-2p)1 orbital plays a pivotal role in the 
activation process. Here, a neutral CO molecule partially 
receives the electron density from the negatively charged oxyl to 
form the [O···CO]‒• adduct. This electron transfer is the key 
interaction to facilitate the formation of the O‒CO bond and 
thereby the oxyl transfer reaction. 

Scheme 2 shows the schematic MO diagram representing 
how the oxyl-2p orbital interacts with frontier molecular orbitals 
(FMOs) of CO. The singly occupied oxyl-2p fragment orbital 
overlaps with the doubly occupied C–O fragment orbital and 𝜎
unoccupied *C–O fragment orbital, thereby forming three-𝜋
centred MOs ( O–CO, nbO–CO, and *O–CO orbitals). Three 𝜎 𝜎
electrons are occupied in the generated three-centred MOs, 
resulting in the electron occupation pattern of ( O–CO)2 (nbO–CO)1 𝜎
( *O–CO)0. This electronic configuration imparts interatomic 𝜎
stability to the three centres (O–C–O). Through this interaction, 
i.e., three-centre three-electron (3c3e) interaction, the TS state 
becomes stable, and thereby oxyl-transfer reaction proceeds with 
a low barrier.  

4. Discussion
The novel ZnII–oxyl bond was isolated using a zeolite matrix. This 
zeolite matrix isolation allows us to observe unique spectroscopic 
probes of the ZnII–oxyl bond: a vibronic progression and an ESR 
signature. Using such oxyl-selective spectroscopic probes, we 
explored the reactivity of the ZnII–oxyl bond toward CO and revealed 
that the ZnII–oxyl species has a capability for transferring the oxyl to 

CO with the generation of the paramagnetic ZnI• species even at ca. 
150 K. 

Experimentally-supported DFT calculations showed that the ZnII–
oxyl bond, that is constrained by the zeolite lattice ligation, acts as a 
superior electron donor toward CO at the rate-determining step and 
effectively reduces the reaction barrier to be < 5 kJ mol-1. The key 
feature of the ZnII–oxyl species was its unpaired electron localized at 
oxyl; the constrained reactive (oxyl-2p)1 orbital enables the 
stabilization of the TS geometry through the 3c3e interaction (Scheme 
2).

In the previous work, we have demonstrated that oxyl acts as an 
electrophile at the transition state in the H-atom abstraction from 
CH4.16 Although the site-correlation between the oxyl-transfer and H-
atom abstraction was unambiguously demonstrated by the present 
experiments, the roles of oxyl were entirely different. Given the low 
activation energies required for these reactions, i.e., < 10 kJ mol-1,16 it 
is likely that the ZnII–oxyl species has both the excellent 
electrophilicity and electron-donating property. It is surprising that 
such reactive species is observed experimentally. Therefore, 
understanding how the zeolite environment constrains the highly 
reactive ZnII–oxyl bond is very significant from the viewpoint of 
catalyst design.

A ZnI•–27Al superhyperfine structure, observed upon the oxyl-
transfer reaction, provided first experimental evidence that the oxyl-
functionalities emerged at the framework Al site. In other words, the 
negatively charged zeolite lattice oxygens function as the ligand for 
the ZnII ion of the reactive ZnII–oxyl species. This finding 
strengthened the previously-developed model of the ZnII–oxyl 
species.15, 16 The zeolite-lattice ligation constrains Zn into a +II 
charged state and imparts to Zn with very good acid properties, which 
plays a pivotal role in stabilizing the highly polarized ZnII–O–• bond.15, 

16 We have analysed the ZnII–oxyl bonding mechanism through the 
Franck-Condon analyses on the vibronically-resolved spectrum 
associated to the ZnII–oxyl vibrational structure in the  (O-2p) 𝝈→𝒏𝒃
excited state.15, 16 This analysis has revealed that the O–• interacts with 
ZnII via only one  bond, resulting in the reactive FMO, i.e., singly 𝝈
occupied O-2p orbital perpendicular to ZnII–oxyl bond axis. The 
highly reactive FMOs of oxyl enables the stabilizations of the TS 
geometries in both the oxyl-transfer and H-atom abstraction from CH4 
through the 3c3e interaction with the FMOs of the respective 
substrates.16 Accordingly, the exceptional reactivity of the ZnII–oxyl 
revealed here can be considered to originate from the O–• character 
specifically created by the zeolite-lattice ligation. 

In coordination chemistry, many researchers have tried to isolate 
the stable metal–oxyl bonds to clarify the bonding nature, 
spectroscopic property, and reactivity of metal–oxyl bonds. So far, a 
handful of successful isolations of metal–oxyl bonds and intermediate 
metal–oxo/oxyl bonds has been reported.43-49 It has been suggested 
that the controls of the electronic state of the metal–oxygen bond by 
using a ligand having electron-donating and/or -accepting properties 
are highly important for activating the metal–oxygen bonds.45, 46 On 
the other hand, we have demonstrated that the metal–oxyl bond 
having exceptional reactivity toward CH4 and CO can be stabilized 
through the electrostatic interaction with the zeolite-lattice oxygens 
having appropriate charges. Our finding newly suggests that we can 
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create metal–oxyl bonds by using charge-controlled lattice oxygens as 
the ligand to tune the polarization of the metal–oxygen bonds. 

5. Conclusions
Using the oxyl-selective spectroscopic probes, we successfully 
demonstrated that the ZnII–oxyl bond, isolated in a zeolite matrix, has 
a capability for transferring the oxyl to CO even at 150 K. The 
superhyperfine interaction of the ZnI• species with the framework Al 
atom was observed upon the oxyl-transfer reaction, providing the 
direct experimental evidence that the oxyl-functionality emerged at 
the framework Al site. DFT calculations showed that the ZnII–oxyl 
bond, that is constrained by the zeolite lattice ligation, acts as a 
superior electron donor toward CO at the rate-determining step and 
effectively reduces the reaction barrier to be < 5 kJ mol-1. Combined 
with the previous reports, we further developed the basis of the 
structure-reactivity relationship of the Zn II–oxyl bond and concluded 
that the exceptional reactivities of the ZnII–oxyl bond can be 
considered to originate from the zeolite-lattice ligation. On these 
grounds, we suggest that metal-oxyl bonds can be created by using 
charge-controlled lattice oxygens as the ligand to tune the polarization 
of the metal–oxygen bonds. This concept is entirely different from the 
synthetic approach developed in coordination chemistry.
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Fig. 1. In situ ESR spectra of the samples after the reaction with CO at 4 
K, 100 K, 150 K, and 200 K for 10 minutes. All spectra were recorded at 
4 K. The 2400–3000 G and 3600–3800 G regions were enlarged for 
clearly depicting the ESR signals of the ZnII–oxyl and ZnI• sites, where 
the offset of each spectrum was arbitrarily adjusted to make the peaks 
easier to see.

Scheme 1. Scheme of the oxyl-transfer reaction.

Fig. 2. (A) The hyperfine structure of the natural abundant 67ZnI•: (blue 
line) the experimental spectrum in the 1500–5000 G region; (red line) 
the simulated spectrum of 67ZnI• obtained with ESR parameters of gxx= 
1.9952, gyy= 1.9982, gzz= 2.0014 and Axx= 537, Ayy= 541, Azz= 547 G 
tensors. (B) The superhyperfine structure of the ZnI• species with the 
framework 27Al atom: (blue line) the experimental spectrum in the 3235–
3260 G region; (red line) the simulation of the experimental spectrum 
obtained by assuming the gxx= 1.9952, gyy= 1.9982, gzz= 2.0014 and Axx= 
1.04, Ayy= 1.09, Azz= 1.39 G tensors. All experimental spectra were 
collected at 4 K.
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Fig. 3. (A) Change in the UV-Vis-NIR spectra of the sample upon the 
titration of oxyl with CO (Pe < 0.01 Torr). The 700–870 nm region was 
enlarged for clearly depicting the vibronic progression of the ZnII–oxyl 
sites, where the offset of each spectrum was arbitrarily adjusted to make 
the peaks easier to see. (B) A plot of the intensities of the vibronic 
progression of the ZnII–oxyl species (832 nm band) and the UV-band 
derived from the ZnI species (306 nm band). The changes in the 
intensities of the band at 832 nm and 306 nm upon the reaction with CO 
were estimated accurately based on the difference spectra that were 
drawn with reference to the red spectrum shown in Fig. 3A.

Fig. 4. (A) ESR and (B) UV-Vis-NIR spectra of the samples after the 
reaction with CO at RT: (blue line) the sample not pretreated with CH4; 
(red) the sample pretreated with CH4 where the oxyl was deactivated 
through the irreversible reaction with CH4. 
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Fig. 5. (A) Computed PES for the oxyl transfer from ZnII–oxyl species 
to CO. QM/MM calculation was applied for this calculation. The QM 
region was depicted as ball and stick style, whereas the remaining atoms 
were drawn as a wireframe style. The selective structural parameters as 
well as the ZPE-corrected energies were given in the model schemes, 
where Ot means the terminal oxyl. The computed spin density 
distributions were depicted as blue surfaces. Legend: green, Zn; black, 
C; yellow, Al; grey, Si; red, O. (B) Computed UV-Vis-NIR spectra of 
the DFT cluster models of (red) ZnII–oxyl and (blue) ZnI•.

Table 1. Mulliken charges of Zn, Ot, C, and O atoms for the models a, 
TS, b, and c shown in Fig. 5A.

a TS b c

Zn 0.516 0.544 0.558 0.378

Ot -0.368 -0.376 -0.298 -0.188

C 0.097 0.063 0.160 0.361

O 0.073 0.051 -0.174 -0.168

Scheme 2. Schematic molecular orbital diagram representing the orbital 
interaction between two fragments: ZnII–oxyl (left: singly occupied O-
2p fragment orbital perpendicular to the ZnII–oxyl bond axis) and CO 
(right: doubly occupied C–O fragment orbital and unoccupied *C–O 𝜎 𝜋
fragment orbital), at the TS coordinate.
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TOC Graphic
We demonstrated that the ZnII–oxyl bond specifically created by 
the zeolite lattice ligation has a capability for transferring the oxyl 
to CO even at 150 K with the generation of a single ZnI• species. 
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